
Kindergarten Math I Can Statements  

Common Core Standards       

Counting  and Cardinality  

K.CC.1- I can  count  to 100 by ones.  

I can  count  to 100 by tens.  

K.CC.2- I can  count  on from any number.  

K.CC.3- When I count  objects, I can write the number to  show how many.  

I can  write  numbers  0 to  20.  

K.CC.4- I can  count  up. This  means for each number I say, I will add  one.  

I can  count  to tell how  many objects are in a group.  

I can  count  to show the number of objects  stays the same even when  the objects  

are mixed up.  (one-to-one correspondence)  

K.CC.5- I can  show  how many objects it takes  to make a number.  

K.CC.6- I can  compare  groups of objects. This means I can  tell which group is greater 

than, less than, or equal to a group.  

K.CC.7- I can  compare  two  numbers.  

Operations and Algebraic Thinking   

K.OA.1- I can  show  addition in different ways. (within 10)  

I can  show  subtraction in different ways. (within 10)  

K.OA.2- I can  add  using  objects. (within 10)  

I can  subtract  using objects. (within  10)  

I can  solve  addition  word  problems using  objects. (within  10)  



I can  solve  subtraction  word problems using objects. (within 10)  

I can  add  using  drawings. (within  10)  

I can  subtract  using drawings. (within  10)  

I can  solve  addition  word  problems using  drawings. (within 10)  

I can  solve  subtraction  word problems using drawings. (within  10)  

K.OA.3- I can  draw  an equation for a number in more than  one way.  

I can  write  an equation for a number in more than  one way.  

K.OA.4- I can  find  all  the ways to make 10 with  the numbers  1 to 9 using objects.  

I can  find  all  the ways to make 10 with  the numbers  1 to 9 using drawings.  

I can  draw  all the ways to  make 10 with  the numbers  1 to 9.  

I can  write  all  the ways to  make 10 with the numbers  1 to 9.  

K.OA.5- I can  fluently  add  problems by  memory. (within 5)  

I can  fluently  subtract problems by  memory. (within  5)  

Number and Operations in Base Ten  

K.NBT.1- I can identify  a number by looking at the number of tens and ones. (numbers 11-

19  only)  

I can  write  an equation using the tens and  ones  in a number. (numbers 11-19 

only)   

I can  use  tens and ones to make a number. (numbers  11-19 only)  

Measurement and Data  

K.MD.1- I can  describe  an object by it’s attributes. This means it’s length and weight.  

K.MD.2- I can  compare  the attributes  of two objects  and tell  the difference.  



    

    

   

 

     

    

     

       

      

     

      

    

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

K.MD.3- I can count the number of objects in each group. 

I can sort objects into given groups. 

I can sort by the number of objects in each group. 

Geometry 

K.G.1- I can describe objects in my environment (around me) using names of shapes. 

I can describe if an object is above. 

I can describe if an object is below. 

I can describe if an object is beside. 

I can describe if an object is in front of. 

I can describe if an object is behind. 

I can describe if an object is next to. 

K.G.2- I can identify a square. 

I can identify a circle. 

I can identify a triangle. 

I can identify a rectangle. 

I can identify an oval. 

I can identify a diamond. 

I can identify a cube. 

I can identify a cone. 

I can identify a cylinder. 

I can identify a sphere. 



    

    

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

      

 

  

   

   

     

K.G.3- I can tell if a shape is two-dimensional (flat) or three-dimensional (solid). 

K.G.4- I can describe a square’s attributes. 

I can describe a circle’s attributes. 

I can describe a triangle’s attributes. 

I can describe a rectangle’s attributes. 

I can describe a hexagon’s attributes. 

I can describe an oval’s attributes. 

I can describe a diamond’s attributes. 

I can describe a cube’s attributes. 

I can describe a cone’s attributes. 

I can describe a cylinder’s attributes. 

I can describe a sphere’s attributes. 

I can compare two- and three- dimensional shapes. 

K.G.5- I can build two-dimensional shapes. 

K.G.5- C I can draw two-dimensional shapes. 

K.G.6- I can use shapes to make a larger shape. 


